Nanotechnology
The environment we live in is full of microorganisms and various particles.
These are viruses, bacteria, mite, mold, smog and air pollutants that cause
number of allergies and diseases. These particles are invisible to human eye
and typically very resistant. The only safe and dependable method is to barr
them with a net made of something even smaller than they are. This, until
recently unthinkable solution, is provided by nanotechnology working with
particles smaller than thousandth of a humain hair. Such a dense net ensures exposure of the protected parts of the human body to the environment,
provides perfect breathability so the body can breath freely, but the unfriendly particles are blocked out. Do what you CAN do.

YourMASK face mask
The Czech producer of N4H nanotechnologies offers a unique solution for
mouth and nose protection with a disposable YourMASK face mask, providing more than 99 % protection against the penetration of unwanted
microparticles - viruses, bacteria, mites, mold, smog and airborne dirt. The
only reliable method to protect a person from harmful microparticles is to
put a net woven from something even smaller in their way. Such solution
was impossible until recently, but it is now offered by nanotechnology, working with fibers smaller than a thousandth of a human hair. Such a densely
woven net guarantees the protected parts of the human body the necessary contact with the surrounding environment, so the body continues to
“breathe” freely, but does not allow unwanted particles to pass through.

Tested by Nelson Laboratories USA
We have been operating in the field of nanotechnologies for more than six years. Declared effectiveness of other „miracle“ solutions that appeared globally in the market in connection with
the epidemic Covid19, usually ends up in the first lab or garbage bin. The effectiveness of our masks was tested
in April 2020 by the world-renowned Nelson Laboratories, LLC, 6280 S. Redwood Rd., Salt Lake City, UT 84123,
USA, and their measured average filtration efficiency is 99.80 % for bacteria and 99.86 % for viruses.

Czech heads, hands, capital ... and hearts
N4H products and all their components were developed in the Czech
Republic by the skill of Czech engineers and are created in the hardworking hands of Czech employees in the production starting from raw materials all the way to final products. We believe this has its value in the market.

A pleasant solution
Wearing protective equipment, currently mandatory in the Czech Republic, has become an unpleasant obligation for most citizens at home and
especially at work. Our YourMASK is made of the most breathable nanotextile, which retains the properties of utility textiles and at the same time
provides protection incomparable to any other barrier protection. We offer
two easy-to-wear solutions - not only traditional laces, but also a practical
rubber band. We believe that our efforts to find a user-friendly solution to
an otherwise unpleasant obligation have not been in vain.
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